Abstract--Measurements of minimum thicknesses, in a four-layer, overlying tissue model, on 22 pregnancies between 15 and 20 weeks gestation, yielded a global minimum and a mean of the minimum total thickness per patient of 1.7 and 2.9 ¢m, respectively, and a minimum and mean subcutaneous fat thickness of 0.7 and 1.4 cm. Conservative calculations of the minimum attenuation per patient, at 3.5 MHz indicated that less than 2.5% of 15 to 20 week pregnancies should fall below the lower 95% prediction line of: Attenuation (dB) = 0.10 × Maternal Weight (kg) -3.0. The smallest calculated attenuation for any of the 21 subjects was 0.8 dB MHz -1 indicating just under a factor of two protection at 3.5 MHz of proximal fetal tissues compared with ultrasound intensities measured in water. This value is lower than those generally used in the past. The knowledge of distributions of transducer-to-fetal distances and thicknesses of overlying tissues is also important for improvement of image quality. Measurement of minimum depth of the anterior fetal thorax in 57 examinations of 25 to 40 week fetuses y~elded minimum and mean values of 2.5 and 4.1 cm, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
This work was undertaken to estimate and to facilitate future estimations of the ultrasound exposure to the fetus in the worst cases, those in which there is minimum ultrasound attenuation by intervening tissues. Identification of a worst case, or a small group of potentially high exposure situations, is necessary for the optimal design of ultrasound equipment that is free of significant risk to the fetus. Appropriate measurements in these cases allow calculation of estimated in situ intensities for comparison with actual measurements and even with results of ultrasound bioeffects and hyperthermia studies. Other types of examinations, for example, intraoperative imaging with a saline or water standoff, provide even less attenuation by tissues proximal to the focal point. However, obstetrical applications are more numerous and probably warrant greater attention.
The knowledge of distributions of distances to the fetus from the transducer and of thicknesses of various overlying tissue layers is as important for potential improvements in image quality as it is for exposure estimates. Ultrasound rays are refracted as they pass at any nonperpendicular angle between two layers of differing speeds. Then, even flat layers of subcutaneous fat can cause an error in sector scanner measurements of lateral distance, for example in femur length measurements. The thickness of fat layers determines the degree of effect on the focusing of all scanners. Several earlier efforts at estimating attenuation in tissues overlying the fetus centered on first trimester pregnancy. They have been summarized by Stewart and Stratmeyer (1982) and the NCRP (1983) . Those measurements yielded transducer-to-gestational sac attenuations (in decibels) ranging fromfo to 7fo, where )Co is the ultrasound frequency (in MHz). Those measurements generally used relatively large, phase sensitive ultrasound receivers to monitor the acoustic pressure in the uterus or the pressure decrease in reflections from a steel sphere in the uterus. Such phase sensitive techniques might be expected to over estimate the minimum attenuation to the fetus as illustrated by the following example. A lump of fat on one side of an ultrasound beam can delay the wavefront and cause it to arrive at one side of a typical (phase sensitive) transducer, at a different time (out of phase) compared with the wavefront incident on the other side of the transducer. Therefore, the early experiments on attenuation of sound in reaching the fetus should be repeated with phase insensitive methods, including a careful search for the peak or average in the beam. Calculations for the same anatomical situation in early gestation have ranged from a maximum of 23 dB at 2.5 MHz, using older, phase sensitive attenuation data (Hall 1975) , to 4.1 dB at 3.5 MHz using phase insensitive attenuation data (NCRP 1983) . In vitro measurements of temperature during exposure have been made recently, but the exposure conditions were not those which might produce the highest anticipated temperature rises and none were detected (Soothill et al. 1987) .
Recent measurements of ultrasound attenuation in the abdominal wall and organs proximal to points in the liver and kidney have been performed on fixed sections from two cadavers (Smith et al. 1985) . Good agreement was obtained between in situ measurements and a layered tissue model similar to that employed here. Attenuation coefficients used in that model were those measured in tissue samples from the cadavers.
Models of ultrasound attenuation proximal to the fetus may be subdivided into each of the trimesters. Attenuation estimates in the first and last trimester were suggested by Carson (1988) , based on an informal search of worst cases in a few clinical examinations. As detailed in Table l , these estimates yielded a total minimum attenuation at 3.5 MHz of 3.9 dB in the first trimester and 1.6 dB in the third trimester, from overlying tissue of thicknesses of 2.6 and 1.0 cm, respectively. These estimates, being less than earlier estimates and measurements, suggested a need for specific worst case measurements. Another recent estimate of minimum overlying tissue thickness was 1.25 cm for the third trimester, based on experience with a water path scanner (Kossoff 1988, private communication) . One might expect the potential for damage from a given intensity in situ to be higher in early pregnancy than in near term, because damage to a single cell can be critical during organogenesis and because the fetus is believed to be more sensitive to hyperthermia in the early stages. The added attenuation in early pregnancy counterbalances that somewhat.
METHODS
The second trimester case was studied most extensively because of the limited information on this trimester, because of the expected fetal sensitivity to thermal and other insults at this stage and because the amount of overlying tissue was expected to be significantly thinner than in the first trimester. Ultrasound imaging for guidance of genetic amniocentesis provided a large set of patients in a limited range of gestational ages. Thicknesses of overlying tissues were measured in group A, consisting of 22 pregnancies between 15 and 20 weeks gestation. The mean gestational age and mean maternal weight were 16.6 weeks and 64.9 kg, respectively. Subjects were selected randomly, independent of maternal size. In all cases, the study was approved by the appropriate institutional review board. Informed consent was obtained from the subjects, after the nature of the procedures had been fully explained.
The second trimester imaging was performed with a conventional sector scanner (Picker Artis. with Table 1 . Attenuation in previously-suggested worst case fetal exposures during the first and third trimesters. Assumed values for attenuation coefficients and tissue path lengths in the first trimester case are the same as Attenuation at 3.5 MHz 3.9 dB 1.6 dB a 5 or 3.5 MHz transducer). Two to six images were recorded specifically to display the minimum thickness of tissues overlying the fetus and giving a good view thereof. To facilitate differentiation of the various surface layers, a standoff was employed, consisting of 250 ml intravenous saline drip bags or 3M butadiene-styrene Flotation Pad TM material containing scatterers for increased attenuation. In several cases, the sector scanner was used to record images of the same plane, with and without a standoff. The same plane was then imaged with a linear array. The minimum thickness of overlying tissue was measured for each condition. Measurements with the standoff pad and the linear array agreed within + 1 ram, while direct contact sector scanning depressed the thickness of overlying tissues by an average of 3 mm more than the other two methods. Calipers were used and compared with vertical distance markers on the side. These distance markers had been calibrated with a tissue-mimicking test object as having less than a + 1% inaccuracy. Tissues were grouped into the categories listed in the caption to Fig. 1 because those layers could be distinguished or estimated and because of the known differences in attenuation coefficients (or expected differences in future measurements). The placenta is not included because it will not, in the worst cases, lie in the imaging path proximal to the fetus. Typical anatomy is illustrated in the ultrasound image of Fig. 2 for a 15 week pregnancy.
Groups B and C, consisting of 227 and 57 examinations, respectively, were analyzed for the minimum maternal skin to anterior fetal thorax distance. This minimum distance to the anterior fetal thorax (referred to subsequently as minimum fetal thorax depth) was acquired initially for data quality assurance in a larger study. These two groups covered presumably normal pregnancies between 25 and 40 weeks gestation and were performed with a mechanical sector scanner (ATL Mark 100, 3.5 and 5 MHz, 13 mm diameter transducers), without standoffs. In group B, a single image was acquired at the end of the examination, with a modest effort made to make that image reveal the minimum ultrasound path length to the anterior fetal thorax. The ultrasonographer then measured the minimum fetal thorax depth in that image. To compare those minimum depths per image with a value closer to minimum depth per examination, the 57 subjects in Group C were studied in exactly the same manner as Group B, except that all of approximately 25 images acquired on a subject were analyzed for the overall minimum fetal thorax depth, as well as for minimum depth in the last image. The mean gestational age and maternal weight were 31.9 weeks and 72.8 kg, respectively, for Group B and 32.3 weeks and 69.8 kg for Group C. Except for skin, attenuation coefficients used to calculate attenuation in the various tissue layers of Group A were the same as those employed previously (NCRP 1983, p. 380; Carson 1988) . In dB cm -1 MHz -1, they were:
skin --1.5 subcutaneous fat--0.46 abdominal (skeletal) muscle and preperitoneal fascia--0.51 myometrium (smooth muscle)--0.29 These estimates are at or slightly lower than the best measured values in vitro (NCRP 1983, p. 28) . The attenuation coefficient for skeletal muscle is slightly lower than the phase insensitive measurement of 0.55 dB cm -~, made on bovine gluteal muscle. In the absence of measurements, for preperito- neal fascia, the same value was taken as for skeletal muscle. These two layers were initially separated in our initial thickness, but they could not be discriminated reliably and were combined. The value for subcutaneous fat is approximately midway within the phase sensitive range for breast tissue (NCRP 1983) . The myometrium value is in the phase sensitive range of 0.23 to 1.9 dB cm -1 MHz -1 for smooth muscle (NCRP 1983) . For skin, the mean and minimum thicknesses used were based on Dines et al. (1984) and ICRP (1975) and the attenuation coefficient was based on Nakaima et al. (1976) and Pohlhammer and O'Brien (1980) . Attenuation in body fluids and attenuation due to reflections at the identified layer boundaries were negligible in this perpendicular layered model (NCRP 1983; Carson 1988; Smith et al. 1985) , and were not included.
RESULTS
In the measurements to determine the differences in abdominal wall compression by different transducer contact methods, abdominal wall thickness was measured at a total of 22 locations with thicknesses between 8 and 38 mm in the 14 subjects. The sector scanner depressed the abdominal wall such that the mean abdominal wall thickness was less than with the standoff by 3.5 + 0.2 mm standard error of the mean (SEM). In this sample, mean abdominal wall thickness with the standoff was 20.0 + 1.4 mm SEM. Wall thickness measurements with the linear array in direct contact were only 1.2 + 0.3 mm less than these with the standoff. With both the linear array and sector scanner, in this limited sample, there was no correlation between the amount of abdominal wall compression and the abdominal wall thickness, maternal weight, or gestational age. All thicknesses of overlying tissues are reported as measured with the standoff. Figure 3 shows individual measurements of thicknesses of overlying tissue layers and total overlying tissue thicknesses in the second trimester group, Group A, as a function of maternal weight. Linear regressions covering all subjects up to a maternal weight of 82 kg are shown as the solid lines. Gestational age was included in a multivariate linear regression, but did not increase the correlation coefficient in this sample, taken over a relatively short range of gestational age. The one case at 97 kg was not included in the linear regressions, because the data suggested that different anatomical structure may be present in this obese case, and the relationships may, indeed, be particularly nonlinear above a certain body weight. Perhaps the tissues were so flexible that they could be moved to the side or could be displaced more readily by the transducer. This suggests caution in applying these results to individuals above 82 kg.
Coefficients of the linear regressions for tissue thickness are given in Table 2 , along with the 95% confidence limits for the equation: The probability that the regression relation between layer thicknesses and maternal weight could result from random fluctuations is given in Table 2 , as calculated by the F-test (Gardner 1987) . It is clear that the relations with maternal weight are less significant for abdominal muscle thickness and myometrium than fat, as might be expected. The 95% confidence limits show the 95% confidence range for the regression line. A different type of limit is required to indicate the range of minimum tissue layer thicknesses into which 95% of all future individual measurements are predicted to fall, using the same patient population and methods. The 95% prediction limits in Table 2 give such a range (Sokal and Rohlf 1981) , assuming a normal distribution. Thus, one can calculate, for example that 95% of 68 kg pregnant women would be expected to exhibit minimum subcutaneous fat layers over fetuses in this age group of 0.9 to 2.2 cm.
As shown in Table 3 , the minimum path length of attenuating tissue found was only 1.7 cm, corresponding to a calculated attenuation of 0.8 dB/MHz or 2.8 dB (48%) at 3.5 MHz. Skin thickness in this minimum thickness case was assumed to be 1.3 mm, compared with the average 2 mm assumed elsewhere. This subject was not a rare exception, merely the least in a rather broad distribution for the 22 subjects, with a mean path length of 2.9 cm and a standard deviation of the sample of 0.8 cm. There were five subjects with a measured oath length from 2 to 2.2 cm. Figure 4 shows the calculated minimum attenuations at 3.5 MHz for individuals as a function of maternal weight at the time of examination. Calculated attenuation correlated reasonably well with maternal weight (R 2 = 0.68), and the latter might be used in some cases to estimate the former. The best fit linear regression to the data is shown in Fig. 4 as the bold line, given by: Placenta is not included because it would not be there in the worst case. The amniotic fluid path may be adjusted to achieve the worst case for each transducer focal zone. Among the set of minimum recorded distances of ultrasound travel from the skin to the fetus in the 15 to 20 week group, Group A, the minimum and mean distances (depths) were 2.5 and, 4.1 cm, respectively. Regression coefficients, their 95% confidence limits and the 95% prediction limits are given in Table 4 . With fetal depth, as well as with overlying tissue thicknesses, the correlation with gestational age was not significant. In fact, fetal depth in this sample was rather widely distributed, so there is a modest probability, <0.03, that the correlation with maternal weight was due to chance. Also given in Table 4 are regression coefficients and statistical data for minimum distances from the maternal skin to the fetal thorax in groups B and C. Regressions for group C are given both for the reading of all images of a study and for reading only of the last image acquired. Minimum depth readings from a single film were more varied and larger than the minimum determined from approximately 10 films, with confidence limits of the former twice as large as those of the latter. At group C's mean gestational age of 32.3 wk and maternal weight of 69.8 kg the regression fit values for fetal thorax depths in single and multiple films were 3.8 cm and 3.1 cm, respectively. At that same gestational age and maternal weight in the larger group, B, the regression fit fetal thorax depth was 3.7 cm, and the minimum was 1.5 cm. The distance to the fetal thorax decreased modestly as a function ofgestational age and increased with maternal weight in group B and in both analyses of group C, but these changes were not large in view of the 95% confidence limits. Despite the low coefficients of determination, the probability by F test was generally low that the relation between fetal depth and gestational age and maternal weight was random. That probability was less than 0.001 in the largest group B, despite use of the more variable method of reading only the last film. The only exception was in the smaller Group C, using only the last image, where there was a large, 0.7, probability of a purely random relation. That data was included only to illustrate the need for an extensive search to find the minimum fetal thorax depth.
To illustrate the distribution of fetal depth data from the third trimester, Fig. 5 shows the distribution of minimum distances from the maternal skin to the anterior fetal thorax as measured from the multiple images in each case of Group C; regression and limit lines shown were calculated as a function of maternal weight only.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Other studies have assumed that the worst case exposure in early pregnancy would be when the ultrasound beam passes through the distended bladder. Even before 15 weeks gestation, however, the bladder path is not necessary. Amniotic fluid can provide an equivalent, minimally attenuating path without the added attenuation of the bladder wall. Indeed, minimum ultrasound path lengths through tissue are significantly less in the 15-20 week range than in earlier estimates of 1st trimester exposures. Furthermore, it is not absolutely clear that the fetus is most sensitive to ultrasound in the first trimester. Heating effects might be most pronounced in the second trimester near well ossified bone, with its strong ultrasound absorption. These measurements of tissue thicknesses do not replace in vivo dosimetry of true in situ intensities or temperature rise. They should however, compliment such measurements and extend their range of validity. Tissue thickness and fetal depth measurements like these could be made at the time of dosimetry measurements and the attenuation used to verify or adjust these or similar measurements and calculations. It is unlikely, and perhaps inappropriate, that in vivo dosimetry will be performed on a large number of cases as a function of maternal weight and gestational age.
There are several features of these attenuation calculations which might be providing misleading resuits, although the major effects probably are in opposite directions. Thicknesses of overlying tissues, as measured with a flexible standoff pad, were not corrected for the slightly greater compression of subcutaneous tissues in contact scanning with linear arrays or the significantly greater (3.5 mm greater) mean compression normally experienced with a sector scanner. With a contact sector scanner, attenuation by overlying tissues might well be slightly less than what is reported here. Assuming the subcutaneous fat is compressed 0.35 cm at 0.46 dB/cm, total attenuation, calculated at 3.5 MHz in the mean case of Table 3 , would be reduced from 4.6 to 3.9 dB.
Among the factors that might indicate higher sound attenuation than we have calculated is the fact that the phase insensitive attenuation coefficients assumed were usually measured with a radiation force technique, which would be insensitive to spreading of a highly focused beam by heterogeneous tissues. Attenuation of the spatial-peak intensities might be considerably higher, although attenuation of the total beam power would be unaffected by beam spreading. Furthermore, the attenuation coefficient of the fatty fascia, a heterogeneous mixture of fat and fibrous tissue, has not been measured extensively. Attenuation coefficients increase slightly more strongly with frequency than linearly, particularly for fat.
A similar attenuation analysis was performed on 28 sonograms taken from the general literature (Smith et al. 1985) . Although almost the same attenuation coefficients were utilized for their obstetrical example as in the above models, the calculated total attenuations were much higher. The mean attenuations varied approximately linearly from 12 dB at 6 weeks gestation to l0 dB at 35 weeks. The standard deviation of the attenuations was surprisingly low. A plausible explanation for those much higher attenuation values is that, attenuation by the placenta was included and, unlike our study, the images taken from the literature had been obtained with no effort to locate a path of minimum attenuation. The results of Smith et al. (1985) , represented something closer to the average attenuation paths in average images, whereas our study attempted to find minimum attenuation paths in each patient. It is interesting, however, that none of the 84 scan lines in 28 sonograms provided calculated attenuation paths near the smaller 2.8-4 dB values reported here.
The FDA calculations of in situ intensities for demonstration of equipment equivalence with pre-1976 devices, utilize what was thought to be a conservative attenuation coefficient of 0.3 dB cm -1 MHz -~ in a homogeneous tissue model. The model is not conservative in comparison with the present measurements and calculations. In a typical case of 3.5 MHz frequency and 7 cm focal length, the FDA model indicates an ultrasound attenuation of 7.4 dB or an intensity reduction by a factor of 1/5.5, compared with the worst case measured here in the second trimester of only 2.8 dB or an intensity reduction by a factor of 1/l.9. Duck and Perkins (1988) reported similar abdominal wall thicknesses to those reported here for the case of scanning through the bladder to the gestational sac. In 74 randomly chosen obstetrical ultrasound scans they measured a least tissue thickness overlying the bladder of 0.7 to 6.0 cm with a mean of 2.1 and standard deviation of 0.8 cm. Greatest bladder depth (presumably greatest distance to the distal internal border of the bladder) was 3.0 to 10.5 cm with a mean of 7.5 cm.
Rather than viewing the data reported here as true minimum fetal depths, and overlying tissue layer thicknesses, readers should be mindful that the data represent the minimum quantities recorded under the conditions of these studies. As such, they probably are rather slight overestimates of minimum depths and thicknesses over the entire sample populations. In the fetal thorax depths of Fig. 5 , there are no outliers with depths less than the 95% prediction limits. The same was true, and more notable, in the larger Group B.
In Group B, 10 of the 227 cases had fetal thorax depths greater than the 95% prediction limits. These skewed distributions with more outliers to the side of greater depths is to be expected with the less than exhaustive screening for true minimum depth and the anatomical limitation that the thorax cannot be any closer to the skin than the wall of the uterus, which can be in contact with the maternal abdominal wall. While the distribution is somewhat skewed, the statistics employed here, based on the assumption of gaussian distributions are conservative and adequately representative for the purpose of this study.
The data show a surprising uniformity in minimum fetal depths during the second and third trimesters studied. This uniformity and the relatively shallow depths help explain what, to us, has been a surprisingly limited use of larger than usual transducer diameters to achieve focal depths greater than 5-6 cm. The small and uniform depths are not inconsistent with a recent study of distances from the midline of the fetal skull and abdomen to the skin (Ragozzino et al. 1986 ). In that study, the mid-fetal to skin distances ranged from approximately 6 cm at 7 weeks to 8.4 cm at 38 weeks. Those distances divided by the maternal AP thickness were 0.3 + a standard deviation of 0.06, independent of gestational age.
Given that the purpose of the study by Ragozzino et al. (1986) , was estimation of x-ray doses to the fetus, it was most appropriate to consider the most probable (mean) fetal distances and attenuation as a function of some known parameter such as maternal AP thickness or weight. The same would be true for ultrasound exposure estimates if the suspected bioeffects mechanism were a low dose effect, as in x-rays, where the probability of the effect is small and increases approximately linearly with exposure. Such might be the case with hypothetical, high intensity, low frequency (e.g., 0.5-2 MHz, ultrasound systems) if the pulse durations and peak pressures were well above the cavitation threshold in the absence of attenuation and in the rare presence of cavitation nuclei. Then the probability of damage might depend linearly on the overlying attenuation and a mean attenuation would be appropriate. A more realistic concern, however, are design and use guidelines to avoid a presumed threshold phenomenon, such as hyperthermia. In this situation, worst case analyses are more appropriate.
SUMMARY
The distribution of minimum thicknesses by tissues overlying the fetus have been measured between 15 and 20 weeks gestation, with an empty maternal bladder technique typical of amniocentesis examinations. These thicknesses and the conservatively computed attenuation of ultrasound are small compared with most earlier estimates. In the worst cases, the calculated attenuation at 3.5 MHz reduces the intensities in the proximal fetal tissues by just under a factor of two, compared with ultrasound intensities measured in water under conditions of linear ultrasound propagation. While these results reveal cases of less reduction in exposure to the fetus by overlying tissues than previously assumed, it is worth noting that some solid data has appeared documenting the short fetal exposure times in routine obstetrical imaging (Andrews et al. 1987) .
Additional detail in the thickness of abdominal wall structures was included here compared with earlier studies. The thickness of these tissue layers overlying the 15-20 week fetus were found to correlate well with maternal weight. The linear regression of maternal subcutaneous fat thickness along the minimum tissue path ranged from 0.8 cm at 48 kg to 2.2 cm at 82 kg. Because of refraction in the low speed of sound fat, such large path lengths through fat can have significant effects on beam focusing with all scanners and on lateral distance measurements with sector scanners. The effects are much worse if the fat interfaces are not coplanar.
Information on minimum fetal depths in the second and third trimesters is provided for comparison with transducer transmitted focal lengths. It is notable that the magnitude and range of fetal depths is relatively small.
In using this information for a worst case analysis of second trimester exposures with an ultrasound system, that focal point of the system would normally be considered which produced the highest intensity and lay beyond 1.7 cm. Again, considering the worst case, that focal point would be considered as lying at the surface of the fetus after ultrasound passage through the minimum predicted body and uterine walls and an appropriate amount of amniotic fluid.
